A Report on TELENT MELA
A display of Skills by creative trainees
Orgrained by KIIT for ESDP trainees
A Talent Mela on skilled development programme under MSME was held on 21st March
2015 at KIIT Campus II.
Introduction:The Objective of the Talent Mela was to provide a platform of interaction between potential
recruiters and the trainees who have received ESDP at the PI. This also provided a setup to
trainees who, wherein displayed their creations in the domains of training.
Activities:Advertisements were floated in news paper to attract potential recruiters. Besides, personal
contact was established with companies nearby. Also educational institutions in search of
tailoring solution providers were invited.
Summary:On this Talent Mela
1. 5 nos of stall exhibited.
(i) Electrical gadget repairing. (ii) Fashion Designing. (iii) Carpentry
(IV) Mobile Repairing (V) Electronic Mechanic

2. No of Project displayed.
1. Electrical Gadget Repairing: Ceiling Fan, Table Fan, Flour sent Tube light, Soldering Iron,
Grinder and transformer
2. Electronics Mechanic: Mobile Charger, Stabiliser Manufacturing and Voltage Regulator
3. Mobile Repairing: Fault finding, Repairing of mobile, chip replacement, disassembling &
assembling of mobile & cleaning of mobile.
4. Fashion Designing: Preparing different school uniform & ladies garments
5. Carpentry: Display of different domestic furnitures, like sofa, chair, table, and dining table
Participants:
23 nos. Of participants from different parts of the state participate on this talent mela. They
have showed their projects to visitors throughout the day.

Visitors:Around two hundred visitors came to see the projects on this talent mela.
Recruiters Visit:
Four recruiters representing Amrapali Constructions, Dillip Constructions, Jaypee Cement
and a new LED manufacturing setup came to visit the talent mela on the day. They
interacted with the trainees. Two promoters of Schools also contacted the Fashion designer
group in this Talent Mela.
Job’s generated:
15 no of trainees have got call for interview on the spot on the day of talent mela i.e. 3 from
Electrical Gadget Repair, 2 from Fashion Designing, 3 from Electronic Mechanic, 5 from
Carpentry & 2 from Mobile Repairing.

